
INTRODUCE MYSELF ESSAY IN JAPANESE

In theory, this is similar to how you would introduce yourself in your own The Japanese self-intro has a standard order
and set phrases.

Hold the top edge with both hands. Just don't put it in your pocket. I came to Japan to study Japanese. What do
you doâ€¦? Treat meishi with respect: Use common sense and treat meishi like you would a gift. Why do you
study Japanese? When exchanging meishi in a group, give to the most senior person first: Start by giving your
business card to the shachou, then fukushachou, and so on down the chain of command. Nice to meet you.
You don't have to say anything like this in fact, we advise you don't , but the point is this: Japanese people
usually keep their strengths on the down-low. Do your bowing after giving your self-introduction. Why are
you in Japan? Put your hands in front of you the left hand on top of the right , or put your hands beside you.
When you and your new friend offer each other meishi at the same time: Present your card with your right
hand, while simultaneously receiving theirs with your left. Name For a formal situation, you should say both
your first and last names. We covered meishi etiquette in our article about Japanese work customs , but here
are the rules again in a jikoshoukai context. Use two hands: Orient your card toward the recipient when
presenting. Read meishi you receive: Read the person's name and title on the card before you put it away.
Expanding the Basic Jikoshoukai Maybe you've been doing your Japanese self-intro for years, repeating the
same three set phrases over and over. Give and receive meishi with two hands. Holding Your Hands Behind
Your Back In Japan, holding your hands behind your back signals importance, so it may make you look full of
yourself. I am interested in the Japanese culture, that is why I study Japanese. This part would be smart in a
friendly context. Ask your supervisor what's appropriate for the situation. Obviously, this is the hot point of
your introduction. Not only will Japanese be flattered, but they will be eager to know why you are studying
their language. Handshake In the West, if you're meeting someone one-on-one, you shake hands. Orient your
card toward the recipient. If you don't have a case, you can carefully put the meishi in your purse or wallet
after you've received it. I work as a teacher. Try not to cover any words with your fingers either. Make sure to
show interest in what they do. Here's a few ways to add to this set phrase. In Japan, don't move in for the
handshake, especially if your status is the same or lower than the person you're meeting. Don't toss or write on
them. You're ready to level up! Even outside of the business world, Japanese people sometimes have personal
meishi made meishi means "name card" after all. If you are confident enough, you can speak about for how
long you have studied Japanese, how, where etc. Bowing vs. In a casual situation, it's common to say only
your family name for Japanese people. Students can say that they are studying at University or in a school or
state that they are university or not students. When they offer their card, accept it with two hands. Bow
instead, and do so at the beginning and end of your jikoshoukai.


